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Deloitte is facilitating the development of a blueprint  
for the economic transformation of Western Sydney –  
a vision that unites multiple stakeholder perspectives  
on how to transform and restructure the region.

In one of the first steps in this process, Deloitte held a 
Design Thinking workshop at its Parramatta office on  
 4 March 2015.

During April and May, Deloitte held four focus groups  
to explore stakeholder ideas, research and views on a 
range of topics that will shape the blueprint.

In May Deloitte held two deep-dive industry specific 
workshops to further identify areas of opportunity  
and collaboration to create new jobs within key 
employment sectors. 

Using Deloitte’s Design Thinking methodology this 
workshop will build on the discussions and research 
completed to date and seeks to develop regional 
consensus around new approaches we must take  
to create 200,000 great new jobs in Western Sydney 
by 2020.

In this document Deloitte Access Economics has 
documented the ideas and opportunities identified  
since March, and added relevant research, analysis  
and commentary to assist the Design Thinking process.
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The paradox

Shaping Future Cities – Designing Western Sydney  
was born out of a paradox. 

Deloitte observed that while Western Sydney has a 
magnificent economic outlook in terms of growth 
and investment, we also have a problem. Increasingly, 
Western Sydney has challenges around access to jobs, 
infrastructure and services. 

While Western Sydney has moved forward in many areas 
over the past few decades, issues around employment 
access, labour force skills and social disadvantage persist. 

There is also general consensus among many 
commentators and forecasters that if not addressed,  
our challenges could get worse. Some of the factors 
that characterise our problem include:

• An economy transitioning from old to new industries 

• Significant population growth amid shortages in 
public and social infrastructure

• Lower rates of tertiary qualifications among younger 
resident labour forces

• Pockets of social disadvantage, and 

• Increasing disconnect between resident labour forces 
and jobs in the region.

The jobs deficit 

A central theme across these characteristics is the role 
that job growth can play in transforming Western Sydney. 

Current Government forecasts predict that by 2041 
Western Sydney’s jobs deficit could grow from 200,000 
today, to over 340,000. Over the same period, Eastern 
Sydney is forecast to grow its current jobs surplus to 
over 280,000 jobs.

A jobs deficit occurs  
when a region has a gap 
between the number of 
working residents and jobs 
available in that region
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Chart 1.1 Sydney’s forecast jobs deficits and surpluses 
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Source: NSW Bureau of Transport Statistics, Deloitte analysis.

If not addressed, this outlook ultimately means 
increasing numbers of Western Sydney resident workers 
will leave the region each day for work, resulting in 
inequitable economic costs being carried by the region, 
compared to the rest of Sydney. 

This issue has been studied by the UWS Centre for 
Western Sydney that found; 

“There is an increasing disconnect between the resident 
labour force and the jobs available within the region. 
This means more workers in industry sectors key for 
growth will leave Western Sydney for elsewhere in the 
metropolitan area” 
The Centre for Western Sydney, 2015

If not addressed Western 
Sydney’s jobs deficit and 
the associated economic 
burden will get worse
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What we’re  
doing about it 

Within Western Sydney’s paradox lies our  
greatest opportunity. 

To take advantage of this opportunity, Shaping Future 
Cities – Designing Western Sydney is asking:

• How can our region best capitalise on the significant 
growth that is happening?

• How do we use this growth to address our jobs deficit 
and create 200,000 great new jobs by 2020? 

• How can we engage with each other, to help shape 
the future together?

Ultimately, we are looking to create a blueprint for our 
future, which will be endorsed by the state government 
and help provide an economic growth plan, a job 
creation plan for Western Sydney.

To do that, we are bringing together all the great 
thinking that has already been done – on infrastructure 
planning, demographic shifts and urban growth, for 
example – and adding a Deloitte Access Economics 
lens. All the recommendations from the individual 
stakeholders will be encapsulated in a bi-partisan 
economic blue print for Western Sydney. 

To ensure we develop a holistic plan for jobs in Western 
Sydney, Shaping Future Cities – Designing Western 
Sydney is being led by a leadership team that includes 
some of Western Sydney’s key influencers. 

Shaping Future Cities – Designing 
Western Sydney is being driven by  
a bi-partisan leadership team 
focused on Western Sydney 
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Approach

Deloitte’s approach to Designing Western Sydney 
involves six stages of design. These include Determine, 
Discover, Define, Distil, Decide, and Deliver.

The first two of these stages – Determine & Discover – 
have now been completed. 

4 March 2015 – Determine 

A full report from this workshop is available at  
www.deloitte.com.au The key output from this initial 
workshop was a set of focus questions (shown right) 
that define elements of the problem Shaping Future 
Cities – Designing Western Sydney aims to address. 

4 March to 11 June 2015 – Discover 

Following the March workshop, the Discovery 
phase involved a range of focus groups, workshops, 
discussions, research and debate about issues, 
questions, opportunities and ideas to address  
Western Sydney’s jobs deficit.

Focus groups and industry workshops were conducted 
on the topics of: economic trends, precincts, catalyst 
projects, skills and key industries. 

Focus groups and workshops were informally organised 
and facilitated by Deloitte. Each focus group involved 
between four to eight professional stakeholders, while 
workshops included over 40 stakeholders at each event. 
Two further industry deep-dive workshops are scheduled 
for June and July 2015. 

Summaries of these Focus Groups (FG) and Workshops 
(WS) are provided in sections 7-12.
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Our Focus Questions 

1. How can the state government and our 
innovative business leaders co-design and 
implement a transformative strategy to shift 
the current poor image of Western Sydney 
so that more stakeholders invest in the 
region in ways that will create 200,000 great 
new jobs by 2020 or sooner?

2. How can the state government and other 
interested parties create useful/usable 
connections for workers so that employers 
are willing to invest in Western Sydney?

3. How can city councils create the vibe to 
encourage young people to live, work and 
play in Western Sydney so that the region 
becomes a magnet and the destination
of choice?

4. How can politicians and federal and state 
government agencies facilitate, support and 
not obstruct the health and medical research 
sector so that it delivers signifi cant long-term 
value to the people of Western Sydney?

5. How do we create a united blueprint for 
Sydney that leverages the sum of our city’s 
parts so that business understands the 
opportunities and where to invest?

SENSING
BUILD UNDERSTANDING 

SHAPING
SHAPE CHOICES

SEIZING
MAKE DECISIONS

4 March - 
11 June  

4 March 
Forum 

August -
October  

HYPOTHESES

Focus Groups

• Trends

• Precincts 

• Catalysts

• Skills

• Industries.

Design Thinking 
workshop to shape 
choices, test, refi ne and 
prototype our hypotheses.

WE ARE HERE

Determine

Discover

Defi ne

Distil

Decide

Deliver

Deloitte to synthesise 
observations, insights 
in report with fresh 
ideas, new insights 
to inform 11 June.

• Articulate.Scope. 
Align.

• Explore 
Stakeholders.

• Synthesize ideas into 
insights

• Prototype 
hypotheses

• Select best 
hypotheses

• Create new value
Shaping Future Cities –  
Designing Western 
Sydney Summit.Shaping Future Cities – 

Designing Western Sydney  
Blueprint Launch

Chart 3.1 Stages of Shaping Future Cities – Designing Western Sydney
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Western Sydney’s 
economic outlook 

Chart 4.1 Population growth

Source: Bureau of Transport Statistics, Australian Bureau of Statistics, Deloitte analysis

Population driver and employment 

A Plan for Growing Sydney suggests 1 million more 
people will live in Sydney by 2031. This growth will 
mean that Western Sydney’s population will surpass  
that of Eastern Sydney in the early 2020s. 

This growth will be one of the main levers we have  
to drive local job creation over the next five years.  
In addition to addressing the jobs deficit, Shaping Future 
Cities – Designing Western Sydney aims to ensure that 
as jobs growth occurs – this translates into a structural 
improvement in our labour market. Put simply, the aim  
is to reduce unemployment to levels on par with the  
rest of Sydney. 
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Chart 4.2 Unemployment

Source: Bureau of Transport Statistics, Australian Bureau of Statistics, Deloitte analysis

Macroeconomic outlook 

Like any economy, Western Sydney’s future will  
be tied to the fortunes of the state, national and 
international economies. 

National outlook: “While the long boom is over,  
the growth outlook is strong” 
While Australia’s forecasted economic growth over  
the next five years is anticipated to be lower than the  
last decade, the growth outlook is still good, with  
GDP growth estimated to be just below 4% per  
annum to 2020. 

NSW outlook: “NSW regaining the national lead” 
Over the last decade, NSW lost economic ground 
against other Australian states in terms of output, 
population growth, consumer spending and housing 
investment. However, over the next three to five years 
we forecast that the NSW economy will arrest much 
of this decline as the state regains ground in key 
economic aggregates, such as housing investment and 
professional service jobs. 

In 2014/15 NSW was the fastest growing state in 
Australia, with NSW forecast to regularly hit the national 
leader board over coming years. 

Western Sydney outlook: “The starter’s pistol has 
been fired for growth in Western Sydney”  
Our forecasted ‘lower for longer’ interest rates, 
combined with a low Australian dollar, signifies 
the ‘starters pistol’ for a new range of economic 
opportunities for Western Sydney. These opportunities 
will emerge in interest and exchange rate sensitive 
sectors such as manufacturing, construction and retail – 
traditional strengths of Western Sydney. 

Western Sydney will also benefit from strong 
endogenous growth in traditional Western Sydney 
industries such as transport, logistics, wholesale trade 
and utilities that will be boosted by 664,000 new 
homes forecast to be built in Western Sydney by 2031, 
a workforce approaching one million, and major 
infrastructure opportunities.
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Industry and 
jobs change

Western Sydney’s next waves of prosperity 

In Building the Lucky Country #3 Deloitte identified 
where Australia’s current, next and future waves 
of economic prosperity would come from, through 
to 2033. 

We evaluated these waves of prosperity heading 
Australia’s way for Western Sydney. 

We found that tourism, international education, health, 
wealth management and agribusiness offered some 
of the best new economic opportunities for Western 
Sydney over the next 5, 10 and 15 years. 

Chart 5.1 Jobs by industry 

Industry and job trends 

In light of positioning for these future waves of 
prosperity, following is a brief overview of Western 
Sydney’s current industry structure. 

In 2011 Western Sydney had a jobs stock of over 
630,000. Manufacturing provided 15% of all these  
jobs, followed by health & social assistance (12%),  
retail (12%), and education (9%). 

As shown in chart 5.2 , compared to Australia, Western 
Sydney has a relatively higher intensity of jobs in sectors 
such as; manufacturing, wholesale, utilities, transport, 
retail and education. Western Sydney is on par with 
Australia in terms of the relative number of health jobs. 
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Source: ABS Census, 2011, Deloitte analysis

Source: ABS Census, 2011

Over the five years to 2011, Western Sydney grew an 
additional 16,000 net jobs in health and education. 
The economy also created more than 11,000 jobs in 
white collar industries such as public administration, 
professional services, and finance & insurance.

The most significant net job losses were in 
manufacturing, with just over 5,500 fewer 
manufacturing jobs in the region in 2011,  
compared to 2006. 
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Chart 5.3 Jobs growth and decline in Western Sydney 2011
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Western Sydney by numbers

To provide context for the workshop, we have collated 
a range of topical statistics and facts about Western 
Sydney. Statistics were collected following discussion 
points raised in either focus groups or workshops.

Source: various

DEMOGRAPHICS

1.8%
annual population 

growth

1
in 10 Australians

1
in 20 Indigenous 

Australians

41%
couples with children

2.9
residents per household

35%
born overseas

30%
speak a language other 
than English at home

India
is the most common 

country of foreign birth

PEOPLE

1 million
more residents by 2031

28%
more workers than  

jobs available

$1,994
average monthly 

mortgage repayment

4
regional cities

8/10
of Sydney’s most 

disadvantaged LGAs

#1 
prevalence of  

diabetes in Australia

47%
without a qualification

49%
persons needing 
assistance with  
core activities

INDUSTRY

3rd
largest economy  

in Australia

13
strategic centers

$100b
economic value  

add 2013

823k 
workers 

630k
jobs

50%
of all new jobs in 
Sydney targeted 

in Western Sydney

10,000ha
employment area

5
health and  

education precincts

INFRASTRUCTURE

$35b 
worth of major projects 

in the pipeline

1 
new light rail line

2 
new heavy rail lines

90 
storeys

Australia’s tallest  
building proposed

1 
New lake on a scale  
of Sydney Harbour

18.3 
average age of cultural 

arts institutions

2
new centres the  
size of Canberra

1st 
new international airport 

built in over 50 years
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10 Plans shaping  
Western Sydney 

Western Sydney is currently supported by a wide range of 
government and non-government policies and advocacy 
plans. These plans are complemented by various business 
and University research and advocacy efforts. 

Chart 7.1 Western Sydney’s policy and advocacy landscape

In addition to this landscape there exist numerous 
industry and issue-specific pieces of research and 
advocacy programs that attempt to catalyse opportunity 
or address issues facing Western Sydney. 

To assist in the workshop, we have provided short 
summaries of 10 plans and advocacy efforts shaping  
the future of Western Sydney. 

Further analysis is being conducted by Deloitte Access 
Economics on the consistencies and inconsistencies 
between plans, and where better policy alignment  
with regional issues could be achieved. 

 

A Plan for 
Growing Sydney

NSW Infrastructure 
Strategy

NSW 2021

Western Sydney
Leadership Dialogue

NSW Economic 
Development 
Framework

WSROC/ MACROC
Key policies

Sydney Business 
Chamber 

Shaping
Future
Cities 

Work, Places & 
People in Western 

Sydney (UWS)

Western Sydney
EDS 

(unreleased)

 NSW Cultural 
Policy

(not reviewed)  

Sydney 2054
(CfS)

Western Sydney 
Infrastructure Plan 
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Policy/Plan/Vision Key points for Western Sydney

1. NSW 2021 

“We are committed to establishing faster, more  
efficient transport services and reducing travel times 
around regional centres... our aim is to improve access 
to health and family and community services”. 
NSW Government 

NSW 2021 prioritises the following for  
Western Sydney: 
• The creation of jobs close to home
• A commitment to faster, more efficient  

transport services 
• Reduce travel times between and around  

regional centres 
• Increase social inclusion by improving access  

to health, family and community services 
• Promote environmental sustainability

2. A Plan for Growing Sydney 

“A Plan for Growing Sydney provides a framework for 
strengthening the global competitiveness of Sydney 
and delivering strong investment and jobs growth  
in Western Sydney”. 
Pru Goward, Minister for Planning (2014)

A Plan for Growing Sydney:
• Forecasts 1 million more residents living in Western 

Sydney by 2031, with greater focus on Western 
Sydney, including the promise of a ‘Greater Sydney 
Commission’

• 28 strategic centres – 13 in Western Sydney
• Reinforcement of Sydney’s second CBD and a  

new ‘Olympic Corridor’ linking Parramatta CBD to 
Sydney Olympic Park

• Recognition and support for Western Sydney Airport, 
and agreement on planning for surrounding BWSEA

• Alignment with the State Infrastructure Strategy 
• Urban renewal and increased connectivity for  

centres in Western Sydney

3. State Infrastructure Strategy Update 2014 

“This Report focuses on improving connections 
to Parramatta to enhance its attractiveness as an 
employment hub… and to support longer term 
planning for new economic activity across Western 
Sydney, specifically around Badgerys Creek, the 
Western employment precinct and the region’s cultural 
and sport precincts”.  
INSW 2014

Western Sydney recommendations to the  
NSW Government:
• $600 million for the Parramatta CBD Public Transport 

Improvement Program
• $300 Bus Rapid Transit and Bus Priority Program
• $300 million Pinch Point Upgrade Program 
• $100 million Corridor Reservation Program
• $1.4 billion for Education and Health facilities 
• $1.2 billion for cultural and sporting investment for 

Global and Greater Sydney
• Cultural and Sports Stadia Infrastructure Programs, 

worth $600 million each

4. Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan 
“The Commonwealth and New South Wales 
Governments are delivering a shared plan to build 
a stronger and more prosperous Western Sydney 
by investing more than $1 billion over the forward 
estimates and $3.5 billion over 10 years in major 
infrastructure upgrades that will transform the  
region’s economy”.
Tony Abbott, Prime Minister, 2014

The Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan will deliver:
• Extensions or upgrades to Jane Street, Narellan Road, 

and Camden Valley Way
• South West Rail Link 
• $200 million Local Roads Package 
• $1.25 billion upgrade to Elizabeth Drive for new 

airport motorway
• $500 million upgrade to Bringelly Road
• $1.6 billion upgrade to The Northern Road

5. Sydney Business Chamber 
“Western Sydney is the geographic and demographic 
heart of Sydney. For too long the region has been 
overlooked by decision makers, who have failed to 
grasp the true social and economic potential of  
the region.”
Sydney Business Chamber

Sydney Business Chamber key priorities for  
Western Sydney:
• An economic and jobs plan for Western Sydney  

to address the 200,000 jobs deficit
• Planning and land reservation for  

Western Sydney Airport
• An advanced manufacturing cluster in  

Western Sydney
• Development of a Western Sydney medical  

research and technologies precinct
• Light Rail and Justice Precinct for Parramatta CBD
• Cultural plan and marketing brand for  

Western Sydney
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Policy/Plan/Vision Key points for Western Sydney

6. Western Sydney Leadership Dialogue 
“The Dialogue represents a united voice for Western 
Sydney and by opening up the region’s conversation to 
NSW’s major stakeholders, will ensure the area is well-
placed to meet future aspirations and provide a strong 
platform for future leaders.”
Hon Mike Baird, Premier of NSW

The Western Sydney Leadership Dialogue key priorities:
• Badgerys’ Creek Airport
• Transport Infrastructure
• Health, Education, Community  

and Social Infrastructure.
• Housing
• Governance reform for improved decision making  

and community involvement
• Cohesive Social Policy and Economic Development

7. Sydney 2054, Committee for Sydney
“Let’s make sure we grow Western Sydney the same 
way we drive and grow Sydney.”
Dr Robert Lang, Chair Committee for Sydney, 2014

Key criteria of all cities to be successful in the  
21 Century:
• A compact and liveable city
• A coordinated city with strong governance
• A connected and efficient polycentric city
• A smart and talented city
• A sustainable and greener city, a thriving and 

prosperous global city

8. The NSW Economic Development Framework
“The Government maintained its commitment to  
deliver economic growth throughout all of Sydney, 
with a renewed and energised focus directed towards 
Western Sydney”
Progressing the NSW Economic Development 
Framework, p3

The Framework outlines five principles to  
support growth:
• Demonstrate leadership
• Make it easier to do business with NSW Government
• Collaborate to drive innovation and competitiveness
• Invest in critical infrastructure 
• Raise the global profile of Sydney and NSW 
• The framework incorporates seven Action Plans for 

the following NSW industries including:
• Agriculture, Creative Industries, Digital 

Economy, International Education and Research, 
Manufacturing, Professional Services,  
Visitor Economy

9. Work, Places and People in Western Sydney, 
UWS Centre for Western Sydney
The Centre’s key focus is addressing the concern  
raised by the UWS Chancellor:
“Why does Australia’s large public investment in R&D 
contribute so little to addressing the political response 
to the nation’s economic and social challenges?”
Professor Peter Shergold

Three key findings of the Centres first policy  
paper include:
• There is an increasing disconnect between the 

resident labour force and the jobs available within  
the region

• Western Sydney is not keyed to the global growth 
sectors priming the central and northern areas of 
Greater Metropolitan Sydney

• Relatively low rates of tertiary qualifications in the 
Western Sydney labour force throttles investment in 
key growth sectors and stymies the development of 
knowledge clusters

10. MACROC and WSROC
“Western Sydney is the fastest growing region in 
NSW. Worth $95 billion annually, it is already the 
third largest regional economy (behind Sydney and 
Melbourne CBDs)… With 1 million extra people 
expected to settle in the region by 2031, we need 
to plan for this rapid growth.”
WSROC Issues Brief, March 2015

WSROC and MACROC key priorities for  
Western Sydney:
• The imbalance between policies for population 

growth and job creation and infrastructure provision
• Provision of improved infrastructure, better public 

transport and improved regional connectivity 
• Ensuring economic and employment development 

opportunities are maximised including balancing the 
provision of white collar and blue collar jobs creation

• Support small to medium business which comprise a 
large proportion of businesses in the region
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FG1: Economic trends 
and policies

Question: What economic trends and policies will 
shape Western Sydney’s future?

Key takeaways 

• Influencing key employment trends, such as 
the dislocation of manufacturing, requires new 
platform thinking that addresses labour, social and 
environmental planning factors 

• While the manufacturing sector has undergone 
disruption over the last 25 years, there has been 
positive movement of the sector into and within 
Western Sydney

• Any ‘decline manufacturing’ should be referred to as 
a ‘transition of manufacturing’ to a product life-cycle 
centric industry of design, make, deliver, and service.

“The largest structural change in Western Sydney 
will be in manufacturing as it transitions from 
low-value add to high value add products”.

• A recognition that the largest structural change in 
Western Sydney will be in manufacturing. And that, 
we should expect a transition to high value add 
manufacturing made close to population centres by 
specialised workers, within several engineering and 
manufacturing precincts

• All Western Sydney LGAs had more professional 
working residents than jobs, excluding Auburn  
(that includes Homebush).

“30% of Western Sydney workers commute to 
Eastern Sydney each work day”.

• While manufacturing may be a declining jobs driver – 
it is not a declining economic driver

• Similarly, logistics has 100’s of suppliers that create 
strong linkages and multipliers in the economy. How 
do we ensure these suppliers are local?

• With 12% of Australian retail now online, the logistics 
industry will be more important

• If Western Sydney is to be a manufacturing region, 
what skills are required, particularly from immigrants?

• As manufacturing and logistics change, new jobs 
along the supply chain are becoming more specialised

• While the Federal visa process will acknowledge a 
migrant’s international skills and allow for approval to 
stay and work in Australia, the industry standards and 
local licensing may not allow for the migrant to work 
in their field of expertise

• Some LGAs have seen falls in labour market 
participation due to barriers for accessing 
manufacturing jobs (e.g. childcare, housing and 
personal security).

“Some areas of Western Sydney are developing 
advantages in white collar occupations”. 

• Low labour force participation is a significant, 
unquantified cost in the Federal budget

• Extensive analysis on ‘comparative advantage’ scores 
of Western Sydney industries can be used to identify 
investment opportunities in supply chains. Similar 
analysis has been conducted for skills by LGA

• RDA Sydney has done an economic baseline report for 
Sydney (2013) 

• Agreement that we should sell Western Sydney as the 
‘Driver of Sydney’, particularly given our GRP is larger 
than that of Sydney CBD.

“By 2036 Western Sydney will have a greater share 
of GRP than Sydney CBD”.

• Western Sydney’s two manufacturing strengths are in 
Food & Beverage, and Prefabricated Building Product 
manufacturing 

• The aerospace sector provides exceptional  
economic value add, and has emerging potential  
in Western Sydney.
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• In addition to blue collar sectors, Western Sydney 
needs to compete globally in financial and 
professional services

• The Committee for Sydney’s 40 year Vision will 
incorporate the following elements:
 – Connecting Sydney
 – An urban city
 – Sustainable city
 – Well governed city
 – Shared city
 – Global city

• The Plan for Growing Sydney/ Greater Sydney 
Commission needs to be keyed into industry trends 
if an economic plan for jobs is to work. This has not 
been done yet

• While there are grand development Visions for 
Western Sydney as yet there is no synthesised and 
coherent platform upon which to draw industry 
policies together

• Forward planning and cohesion of LGAs, recognising 
their social and developmental differences, is 
necessary for Western Sydney to achieve maximum 
growth potential 

• We need to look abroad at successful models on 
which to base Western Sydney’s industry future, for 
example Singapore, Houston and Songdo

• How do we ensure social development is at the 
forefront of our thinking when developing solutions? 

Thought provokers:

Made in America, Again Why Manufacturing Will  
return to the U.S 
By Boston Consulting Group, 2011

“A combination of economic forces is fast eroding 
China’s cost advantage as an export platform for 
the North American market. Meanwhile, the U.S., 
with an increasingly flexible workforce and a resilient 
corporate sector, is becoming more attractive as a 
place to manufacture many goods consumed on 
this continent. An analysis by The Boston Consulting 
Group concludes that, by sometime around 2015 – or 
many goods destined for North American consumers – 
manufacturing in some parts of the U.S. will be just as 
economical as manufacturing in China”.

Could this same advantage swing towards  
Western Sydney’s manufacturing sector?
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Question: what industries and precincts will most 
likely shape Western Sydney’s future?

Key takeaways 

• The proposed airport and health precincts will 
significantly impact Western Sydney’s future

• There is significant opportunity to look at local 
procurement into our health precincts and airport to 
grow our industry 

• In health and education there are five main precincts; 
Westmead, Blacktown, Penrith, Liverpool and 
Campbelltown.

“Western Sydney has a natural advantage in health 
care and health research”.

• Welfare Tech in Denmark (www.welfaretech.dk) is a 
good example of how to build a health cluster

• Industry cluster around Westmead (or any of our 
health precincts) could be developed 

• There are international examples where multiple 
health stakeholders have been linked to develop 
business opportunities (www.healthcarecouncil.com)

• In Western Sydney, the health sector is focused on 
treatment; great opportunities exist in prevention.

“The success of Western Sydney’s innovation 
precincts will be key to the region’s future”.

• Precinct development should include all precincts,  
not only Westmead. Western Sydney is viewed as 
West of Parramatta 

• We need to focus on the outer cores of our  
CBDs – e.g. Camellia can be linked to create a  
polycentric city

• Need to ensure a better link between private growth 
proposals and government proposals to ensure ‘fit’

• What are the other major project proposals  
in Western Sydney that can leverage jobs and  
housing growth? 

• UrbanGrowth NSW focuses on housing supply. Good 
jobs will follow quality housing, e.g. quality jobs 
followed executive housing at Bella Vista/Norwest

FG2: Industries  
and precincts

• SFC should consider the role of the Urban Activation 
Precincts Program, and Government Property NSW  
in employment 

• The timing of the North-West Rail Link connecting to 
the Western Rail Line will support the development of 
a ‘Global Economic Circle’ around Sydney

• Places like Oran Park and Edmondson Park are good 
examples of place making where new centres have 
been/ are being created 

• New and existing town centres need a ‘new vibe’ to 
attract residents and jobs 

• Government has a critical role in taking the risk in 
new centres, particularly in provision of upfront 
infrastructure.

“We need ‘work, live, play’ strategies in our 
precincts to attract the best and brightest”.

• Consolidation of lands under fragmented ownership 
is a big challenge to urban renewal in many parts 
of Western Sydney. Western Sydney needs better 
incentives to encourage consolidation of urban 
renewal sites as compulsory acquisition is problematic

• Greater tailoring and flexibility in the application 
and definitions of mixed use zoning can encourage 
investment and a mix of jobs close to home

• Western Sydney needs a greater mix of uses within 
use categories, e.g. greater employment types within 
employment zones 

• While planning rules around mixed use have come a 
long way towards supporting development in business 
parks, they have a long way to go in facilitating other 
commercial development/precincts

• Precincts usually fail to reach their full potential in 
instances of disparate landholdings, inflexible planning 
codes and political uncertainty

• Many of Western Sydney’s successful precincts have 
begun within or around our universities and major 
research hospitals

• Local and state governments need to learn from 
existing local and international precincts (e.g. 
Macquarie Park, Munich and Boston) 
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• Key employment precincts require more active 
collaboration between industries and between 
the public and private sectors to design and build 
supportive infrastructures

• Western Sydney could develop: 
 – more student accommodation around education 
precincts, utilising multicultural strengths 

 – pharma industries around UWS Campbelltown 
Medical School.

“We need industry champions to drive change and 
Shaping Future Cities”.

Thought provokers: Industry Growth  
Centres Initiative

In 2015 the Australian Government provided funding for 
five Industry Growth Centres across Australia. Industry 
Growth Centres are the Government’s centre piece of its 
industry policy and aim to develop collaborations to lift 
the competitiveness of key sectors where Australia has a 
comparative advantage. Australia’s five Industry Growth 
Centres include: 

• Advanced Manufacturing Growth Centre

• Food and Agribusiness Growth Centre

• Medical technologies and Pharmaceuticals  
Growth Centre

• Mining Equipment, Technology and Services  
Growth Centre

• Oil, Gas and Energy Resources Growth Centre.

In 2013 Western Sydney industry leaders  
developed several proposals to become nationally 
recognised Industry Growth Centres (formerly Industry 
Innovation Precincts). The following Western Sydney 
based (or connected) industry consortiums came 
together and applied to become fully funded Industry 
Growth Centres: 

• Smart Health Industry Precinct  
(led by Penrith Business Alliance)

• Medical Technology Innovation Precinct  
(led by MTAA)

• Automotive Innovation Precinct  
(led by Blacktown TAFE). 

Could any of these consortiums reform to become a 
Western Sydney-based Industry Growth Centre? 
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FG 3: Catalyst initiatives 
and projects

Question: what catalyst initiatives and projects will 
shape Western Sydney’s future?

Key takeaways 

• Great natural and man-made infrastructure is not 
appropriately valued in Western Sydney, resulting in 
low sense of place. Examples include Parklands,  
Lakes, and National Parks. 

“Not enough certainty around infrastructure 
location, type and timing”.

• The Western Sydney Parklands is only ‘partially 
announced’ – it could be the Government’s ‘Henry 
Parkes’ moment when Centennial Park was opened 
in 1888 

• Visitation to the Western Sydney Parklands is growing 
between 15%-20% pa

• We need a Vision of Sydney when it is completed – 
what it looks like

• Western Sydney needs a vision showing the 
connections and opportunities between the 
airport, the parklands and other communities and 
infrastructure

• This Vision should show the entire infrastructure 
required to finish Western Sydney to ignite 
government involvement. 

“Government needs to provide the  
infrastructure vision that industry needs to  
make long term investments”.

• Western Sydney needs a broader view than  
currently envisaged

• Where did Western Sydney’s poor perception 
originate? Can this be leveraged to address  
negative perception?

• What are Western Sydney’s past trends? How can  
they inform a new Vision?

• The future vision of the main Sydney CBD will include 
Parramatta at the centre, with the North West, South 
West, and Outer Wests of Sydney (and airport) driving 
Sydney’s new centre.

“This is Western Sydney’s time! A feeling that the 
region is about to take off”.

• What industries will fit into the above new vision? 
Industries will drive infrastructure demand

• Industries’ number one issue for investment is lack  
of certainty around infrastructure delivery.

“Badgerys Creek (if it happens and happens right) 
will be a game changer. How do we ensure we reap 
the maximum regional benefit from this project?”.

• Western Sydney needs more certainty around 
infrastructure location, type and timing; including 
infrastructure master plans, particularly for schools

• The ‘Live – Work – Study’ mix in Western Sydney is 
unbalanced. The expectation is to travel between 
work, home and education 

• A land use-based industry plan for industry is needed 
to complement existing broad planning documents 

• Industry thought leadership and innovation must be 
driven by the private sector

• Negative perceptions are being overcome by 
organisations like Western Sydney First, and Western 
Sydney Leadership Dialogue.

“Poor perception of ‘Western Sydney’ hurts our 
ability to secure projects”.
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• New employment areas should not have homogenous 
zonings because jobs are not homogeneous. Broader 
Western Sydney Employment Area is perceived as a 
hostile no go zone for investment 

• Key infrastructure required to attract investment  
and jobs include schools, knowledge hubs, and  
intra-terminal infrastructure

• Embryonic industries like agribusiness could be the 
catalysts for future growth 

• More agri-business firms would invest in Western 
Sydney if they knew where to locate. Agri-business 
firms have approached Western Sydney Parklands 
following their Urban Farming project (e.g., national 
glass house operations) 

• Agribusiness is a high tech sector with  
significant multipliers that could complement  
other regional strengths.

“Ultimately we need industry leaders and 
champions to work with to advise what industries 
needs are to invest and grow in Western Sydney”. 

Thought provokers

Food Innovation Australia Limited (FIAL)

Food Innovation Australia Ltd (FIAL) was established to 
foster commercially driven collaboration and innovation 
in the Australian food and agribusiness industry. 

As a government-funded Growth Centre Initiative, FIAL’s 
focus is on new opportunities that centre on building 
the resilience of the industry and our comparative 
advantage in niche targeted markets overseas.

FIAL work on a national level to create new information, 
tools and connections by leveraging existing 
information, research and other capabilities and 
resources across the country to enable organisations to 
invest, innovate and grow.

“FIAL is the catalyst for a confident future for the 
food and agribusiness industry in Australia”  
Dr Mirjana Prica, Managing Director, FIAL

How would we work with organisations like FIAL  
to grow our agribusiness sector?
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FG 4: Skills, talent  
and innovation

Question: what role will skills, talent and innovation  
play in shaping Western Sydney’s future?

Key takeaways 

• Parents often discourage their kids from entering low 
skill or trade based careers. This is particularly relevant 
in multicultural families. 

• Trades are perceived as highly unsafe by newly  
settled multicultural families who may have  
emigrated from countries with relatively poor 
workplace safety standards 

• In sub-continent communities, perceptions about  
‘the indignity of labour’ exacerbate these problems

• ‘Try-a-trade’ programs in Western Sydney have helped 
address poor perceptions about trade careers

• Blue collar industries, such as transport & logistics, 
face challenges in convincing job seekers the industry 
is not exclusively casual and offers dignified work 

• There hasn’t been a clear industry response from the 
transport and logistics sectors to improve perceptions 
of the industry as a desirable career choice 

• While the most disadvantaged areas of Western 
Sydney have seen reductions in unemployment over 
the last 20 years, there is still a ‘middle 50%’ of the 
population that is underutilised 

• How does Western Sydney ensure the ‘missing 50%’ 
are supported in education and training to abate high 
historic levels of unemployment, particularly given the 
cessation of many employment and social services in 
Western Sydney

• Temporary labour in many sectors is far easier to use – 
this often doesn’t build career paths 

• Q: What industries promote themselves well to career 
seekers? A: Hospitality, community services, and Apple 
Stores! E.g., Apple stores promote themselves as 
‘innovative’. Industries perceived as ‘innovative’ attract 
job/career seekers. 

“Being perceived as an ‘innovative industry’ is 
important in attracting talent to your industry”. 

• In Western Sydney the Arts sectors focuses on 
audience development to change negative  
perception and attendance. As a result, parents 
generally support their children pursuing creative 
careers, despite having low wages and salaries  
(Arts ready programs in High Schools) 

• Challenges around demystifying the apprenticeships 
system, particularly for Culturally and Linguistically 
Diverse (CALD) communities 

• Apprenticeship supervisor workshops have reduced 
early career attrition rates

• Small business requires the flexibility to expand and 
reduce employment as required. Often this risk is 
addressed by using temporary labour. 

There is no industry need analysis of future skills  
in Western Sydney (this is done at a national and  
state level). 

• What will be the skills shortages and skills demands  
of the future?

• Market trends will influence levels of industry 
innovation. 

“Western Sydney’s future may depend on its ability  
to find new markets (to drive/ support innovation)”.

• Western Sydney has a lot of extreme success –  
we need to shout our success to address recent  
poor media attention – ‘Success Street’  
(not Struggle Street)
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• People don’t know what skills they will need for a 
career – A common attitude of young people is that 
‘learning is available/accessible when I need it’. 

“How do we strengthen the dialogue between 
business and academia?”.

• Business Council of Australia has done a lot of work 
on ‘work readiness’ to address national issues of 
tardiness, reliability, presentation, work environment 

• School to work transition programs, such as the 
School Industry Partnerships (funding ceased) use to 
provide the link between schools and industry.

“Western Sydney has a current skills deficit. 
Addressing this skills deficit will improve the  
jobs deficit”. 

• Greater workplace flexibility required to address 
childcare and aged care issues

• The School to TAFE/University/work experience 
pathway is a highly rigid pathway in Western Sydney, 
while the issues we face in this regard are fluid 

• Australian Industry Group (AIG) has done industry 
research highlighting that business top recruiting issue 
is work ready skills. Yet few businesses engage at the 
school level to address the issue

• The NSW Government successfully operated a 
‘Learning Circles’ program for disadvantaged lone 
parents to learn the skills to enter employment 
through providing the networks and support systems 
to ensure success (you need a network to do it!) 

• Issues around sustainability of funding programs in 
Western Sydney. We also need funding with real KPIs 
on the problem, not the symptoms 

• Programs like the Beacon Foundation’s ‘No Dole’ 
program (see below) links employers with schools  
with great success at improving employability of 
young people

• The not-for-profit and community services sector can 
play a great role in brokering relationships between 
businesses and schools. However, greater businesses 
commitment is required 

• Campbelltown has developed an (external)  
business leader’s forum where students meet  
external business leaders

• Local procurement strategies on our big infrastructure 
projects could be one way of forecasting and filling a 
future skills shortage. 

Thought provokers: 

1. The Paradigm Shift: Redefining Education

In 2015, Deloitte in partnership with the Centre  
for The Edge published The Paradigm Shift –  
Redefining Education. Key findings about the future  
of education included; 

A Shift to work-integrated learning – a move from 
formal learning concentrated before entering the 
workforce to learning as something we undertake 
throughout our career.

The Rise of the ‘smart creatives’ – employers now 
measuring the suitability of a candidate based on their 
capacity to be a generalist; effective learners and team 
players will become more valuable than so called experts 
with a university credential.

2. Beacon Foundation

The Beacon focuses on disadvantaged communities and 
areas of high youth disengagement and unemployment. 
Beacon works with schools, businesses and communities 
to help bring relevance to the curriculum, and inspire 
young people to think about careers and experience 
the workplace, long before they leave school. This 
helps school retention rates and teaches real-life skills, 
preparing them for the workplace.

In 2015 Beacon will assist over 15,000 young 
Australians from just over 120 schools – 10 of which are 
in Western Sydney. In the communities where Beacon 
has worked they have significant impacted upon the 
level of positive engagement by young people in work 
over social security dependence. Beacon is primarily 
funded by the Australian corporate sector.
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WS 1: Health and 
Education Precincts 

Question: How do we leverage our health and 
education precincts to provide more high value jobs  
in the region?

The opportunity to grow more jobs within Western 
Sydney’s Health and Education Precincts was identified 
at the March 2015 Design Thinking workshop. On 
20 May 2015, Deloitte hosted a forum of over 40 
representatives from the regions five Health and 
Education Precincts. 

The workshop involved a key note address by Dr Terry 
Cutler, Australia’s foremost precinct innovation expert, 
followed by Round Table discussions.

Chart 12.1 Western Sydney’s Health and Education Precincts

Deloitte Access Economics

Western Sydney’s health and education 
precincts provide: 

• 37,000 health and education jobs

• 10,000 support service jobs

• 47,000 total jobs

• 7.5% of all jobs in the region

• 110 jobs per hectare

• 20,000 more jobs over the next decade

• 22,000 residents

• 1.5 x the jobs growth rate of our  
major centres

•  Billions of dollars in pipeline investment.

There is no such thing as a 
national innovation system; 
actually, Australia’s 
innovation system is an 
agglomeration of distinct 
regional and subregional 
ecosystems. This structure 
cannot just be driven from 
on high. 
Dr Terry Cutler
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Key takeaways (Dr Terry Cutler presentation) 

• ‘Place’ still matters. Distance has not been overcome 
by technology (though concepts like eHealth threaten 
to disrupt traditional health models)

• While competition for the best minds will be global, 
the business of precinct-making will still be a job left 
to cities. 

“Cities and regions compete – not countries”. 

• The CSIRO has established five national innovation 
hubs, none of which are in Sydney. What could 
Western Sydney specialise in?

• Critical to precinct success is governance and 
leadership that underpins ‘social compacts’ –  
formal or informal rules governing behaviours. 

“Universities can play four types of roles in regional 
innovation and economic growth, including; 

 – creating new industries
 – transplanting new industries
 – industry diversification support
 – maturing existing industries” 
(Lester, 2005)

• The need for platform thinking: Precincts need to 
develop industry-spanning platforms rather than 
merely new products. It is platforms that yield the 
lucrative flywheel of network effects, complementary 
products and services and increasing returns. Precincts 
are unique in their ability to support platform thinking 

• When establishing a precinct, key questions to 
ask include: 
 – Does the precinct attract people you  
wouldn’t otherwise?

 – Does the precinct generate collaborations  
which wouldn’t otherwise occur?

 – Do synergistic assets leverage greater  
wealth creation? 

• Any country’s ‘national innovation system’ is an 
agglomeration of discrete and distinctive regional 
innovation systems or ecosystems peculiar to a region

• Five things to get right when designing Western 
Sydney’s health and education precincts:
 – The right rationale
 – The right location
 – The right sort of built environment
 – The right inhabitants
 – The right culture and values.

Deloitte’s Western Sydney’s Health and Education Precincts 
Breakfast, 20 May 2015
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ECOSCIENCES: BRISBANE

World’s largest environmental 
sciences hub solving the nation’s 
critical environmental challenges and 
opportunities.

UNI OF QLD, QLD TECH, GRIFFITH UNI, CSIRO, 
QLD GOVERNMENT, INDUSTRY

NATURAL & 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCES: CANBERRA

Focused on natural and environmental 
sciences. Integrate academia, applied 
research, government and industry.

ANU, FEDERAL & STATE GOVERNMENTS, CSIRO, 
INDUSTRY, QUESTACON 

HUMAN LIFE SCIENCES: 
PARKVILLE

Integrate world-class healthcare, 
research and education to rapidly 
translate discoveries into clinical 
practice.

UNI OF MELBOURNE, BIO21, MRIS, CSIRO, VIC 
GOVERNMENT, INDUSTRY

MANUFACTURING & 
MATERIALS  
SCIENCES: CLAYTON

Enabling capability in advanced 
materials and clean manufacturing 
technologies. Top three Advanced 
Materials precinct.

CSIRO, MONASH UNI, AUST SYNCHROTRON, 
VIC GOVERNMENT, INDUSTRY 

RESOURCE SCIENCES: 
PERTH

Leading minerals and energy research 
development centre and a key 
influencer in Asia and South America.

UNI OF WA, CURTIN UNI, CSIRO, WA 
GOVERNMENT, INDUSTRY 

Tropical hub

Marine hub

CSIRO Innovation Hubs

Source: CSIRO Strategy 2011-2015
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Key takeaways (Round table discussions)

• The precincts are all located in growth centres but  
are not recognised by the populations they serve 

• Universities have traditionally been ‘safe places’ for 
discussion and intellectual exchange – precincts will 
disrupt this paradigm

• H&E precincts present visible career pathways

• Most precincts have an effective champion though 
some do not (e.g. Westmead Alliance, Penrith 
Business Council, RDA)

• A need to increase research collaboration  
between industry and academia via a research/ 
business incubator

• H&E precincts are all undergoing enormous 
infrastructure expansions, especially around research 
(Ingham and Millennium Institute) 

• Business groups/universities are the only ones driving 
the conversation at the moment (similar to Badgerys, 
Sydney Science Park)

• Silo mentality exists both within precincts and 
between them. There is still not enough cross-
pollination of ideas and creative/social capital or 
collaboration. How do we break this old way of  
doing things?

“How do we encourage precincts to talk to  
one another?”.

• ‘Co-opetition’ – uncertain where the line falls between 
collaboration with competitors in a precinct and the 
need to protect IP 

• Need to address the different rates of development 
between precincts (i.e. Blacktown vs Westmead) to 
ensure even spread of high value jobs growth 

• How can Western Sydney present precincts to a global 
market/investors with poor local perceptions?

• Need for a Western Sydney charter across all precincts 
to broaden the vision. The NSW government needs to 
clearly articulate precincts as part of a grand narrative 
for Western Sydney.

“How do we break down the silos between and 
within key precinct institutions?”.

• Western Sydney needs thought leadership around 
organic relationships when designing precinct 
buildings. It is not sufficient to have institutions 
co-located, people need to physically bump into one 
another (e.g. Eco sciences precinct, Apple HQ)

• Need a top-down and bottom-up approach. NSW 
government to push the precincts, but carrots may be 
required to entice stakeholders to the precincts

• Western Sydney needs to involve early education 
providers in initial precinct conversations. to foster 
acceptance of ‘social life’ and collaboration

• Precincts have scope for shared, coordinated 
workspaces which favours collaboration and attracts 
small business

• H&E precincts can pioneer new models for 
collaboration in health research and development

• Global recognition: NSW government can work with 
business and academia to fashion Western Sydney as 
a global innovation hub off the emergent strengths of 
the H&E precincts. 
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Question: How do we leverage our key tourism 
assets and experiences to attract visitor to stay 
longer and spend more in Western Sydney?

In 2012, the NSW government committed to double 
overnight visitor expenditure to $36.6 billion in NSW by 
2020 through the NSW Visitor Economy Action Plan. 
Achieving this strategy by 2020 will require a strategy 
that leverages the strong growth of the Western Sydney 
Visitor economy and adopts an effective whole-of-
government approach in partnership with industry. 

Even without significant state investment, the Western 
Sydney region has experienced a 48% increase in 
overnight visitors since the GFC and attracts almost  
30% of total visitors to Sydney. Capturing and 
accelerating this growth represents a viable case for 
delivery of the 2020 target to double NSW’s overnight 
visitor expenditure to $36.6 billion.

On 29 May 2015, Deloitte hosted a forum of over 45 
tourism stakeholders from around Western Sydney. 
The workshop involved a key note address by the NSW 
Minister for Trade, Tourism and Major Events, and 
Minister for Sport, Stuart Ayres MP followed by Round 
Table discussions around how to leverage our key 
tourism assets and experiences.

Western Sydney’s tourism stats:

• Overnight visitor numbers to Western Sydney have 
grown by 48% over past five years

• In 2014 overnight visitors spent $2.4 million in 
Western Sydney

• WS had over 9 million visitors in 2014, 2% higher than 
previous year

• International visitor average growth was 11% over 
past five years

• Domestic day-trippers represent 75% of all tourism 

• Top markets visiting Western Sydney:
 – Asia (26%)
 – New Zealand (19%)
 – United Kingdom (6%)
 – USA (6%)

• Visitors from Asia experienced the strongest  
growth (up 58%).

Deloitte’s Western Sydney’s International Tourism,  
Education and Leisure Workshop, 29 May 2015

For Western Sydney to be 
truly successful all LGAs 
must work to break down 
the fierce parochialism that 
hinders good policy 
outcomes – we need to 
sing with one voice. 
The Hon. Stuart Ayers MP

WS 2: International tourism, 
education and leisure
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Key takeaways (Round table discussions)

• Tourism in Western Sydney is taking-off. There has been 
a growth in international visitors, seen through large 
increases in tourists visiting friends and relatives (VFR)

• There has also been substantial growth in domestic 
visitors through sporting, business and school group 
visitation – most of the large hotels in Western Sydney 
are booked out Monday to Friday

• Western Sydney is starting to embrace its uniqueness, 
as distinct tourist destinations appear. For example 
Parramatta as a cultural tourism hub, Wollondilly as an 
Agri-experience, Fairfield as a multicultural melting pot 
where in one street, a Church, Mosque and Buddhist 
temple can be found

• Visitation to Western Sydney has seen a greater 
emphasis on the ‘experience’. People want to 
participate in events so that they have a feeling of 
connectedness with the area and event

• Industry is starting to turn around and realise the 
potential in Western Sydney, e.g. Rooty Hill RSL set to 
build $55 million entertainment centre and carpark. 

“Western Sydney’s key strengths include diverse food, 
multicultural diversity, sporting facilities, events such 
as the Royal Easter Show, business tourism and the 
often forgotten natural environment”.

• One of the problems facing Western Sydney is the 
fragmentation of the market. Western Sydney (with 
the exception of the Blue Mountains) does not have  
a critical mass of events/festivals or tourist attractions

• Western Sydney is a large geographical area,  
and transport and infrastructure between is under 
developed. The roads and public transport system in 
Greater Sydney focuses on the commuter not  
the visitor

• The labour market for Tourism in Western Sydney 
suffers from skills shortages, as workers flock to the 
perceived ‘better attractions’ in the city. The industrial 
relations laws around penalty rates compounds  
these issues

• Negative perceptions around Western Sydney and a 
lack of branding reduce visitors to the region. Some 
media outlets are helping to reverse this trend. E.g.  
‘Fair go for the West’ by Daily Telegraph and Channel 7

• There is a lack of accommodation in Western Sydney 
as well as a lack of variety of accommodation. E.g. 
no budget or back-packer accommodation and at the 
other end no high-end accommodation. 

“Lack of communication and collaboration  
within the tourism industry, between LGA’s and no 
central tourism strategy for Western Sydney hold 
back the region”.

• Western Sydney needs to change its brand, market 
its uniqueness and dispel the negative perceptions. 
Maybe re-brand as ‘Greater Sydney’?

• Opal day pass for visitors would support the tourism 
industry in Sydney and Western Sydney

• Tourism marketing needs to be individually accessible 
and centrally coordinated 

• Need density of tourism offering or better links 
between tourist attractions 

• Greater coordination between industry, between 
LGA’s and recognition of the tourism offerings with a 
Western Sydney Tourism Strategy

• Industrial relations change is needed around penalty 
rates to relieve pressure on businesses.

“How do we encourage LGA’s and industry to talk  
to one another?”.
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A range of forces are already shaping Western Sydney 
and the way in which future jobs will be created. 

Throughout the focus groups and workshops several 
forces were consistently identified by stakeholders. 
These included: Population, Labour Force Skills, Urban 
Renewal, Infrastructure, and Industry Restructure. 

Forces shaping  
Western Sydney 

POPULATION 

The opportunity to leverage our growth 
and diversity to develop new  industries  
and job opportunities in our region. 

• Growth Centers

• Olympic Corridor.

INDUSTRY RESTRUCTURE 

The opportunity to adapt our industries 
to take advantages of our natural 
advantages and global trends.

• BWSEA

• Western Sydney 
Innovation Corridor.

LABOUR FORCE SKILLS 

The opportunity to further educate, skill 
and develop our labour force skills to 
attract businesses and investment to 
Western Sydney. 

• Health and Education Precincts (Ch 11)

• Labour force skills.

URBAN RENEWAL 

The opportunity to improve livability, density, 
services and job opportunities in our regional 
cities and urban transformation precincts. 

• Urban transformation projects

• Cultural infrastructure. 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

The opportunity to leverage the 
our big infrastructure projects to 
position Western Sydney for success.

• Western Sydney Airport

• Western Sydney parklands

• Penrith Lakes

• Transport Corridors.
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To assist in the workshop we have profiled selected 
major projects shaping Western Sydney according to 
forces shaping the region described below.

“None of the projects discussed by stakeholders 
was considered as a fait accompli in terms of 
generating jobs in Western Sydney”. 
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nswbusinesschamber.com.au 9

Exhibit 2: Compressed Aerotropolis Schematic with Airport City Core

Status: 

Work has started on a $3.6 billion program to upgrade 
road infrastructure to support a future airport in  
Western Sydney.

Jobs:

• Creation of 35-46,000 jobs

• Generation of an additional $9bn in economic value.

Role in shaping Western Sydney:

A new airport could transform the region through 
greater access to global markets, improving liveability, 
increased business activity and jobs in the region.

Challenge:

Ensuring Western Sydney maximises the economic 
opportunities an airport could deliver.

Further information:

www.westernsydneyairport.gov.au

“We could expect the first few years of a Western 
Sydney airport to be similar to the Gold Coast in terms 
of passenger numbers. Most of the passengers will 
come from Western Sydney itself. For the first 20 years 
or so, the airport will require one runway and we are 
planning for it to be around 3.7 kilometres in length –
large enough to handle the full range of domestic and 
international aircraft, including the A380” 
Warren Truss, Deputy Prime Minister, 2015.

An Aerotropolis for Western Sydney

“Simply stated, an aerotropolis is a metropolitan 
sub-region whose infrastructure, land-use, and 
economy are centred on an airport”.

1. Western Sydney Airport

Source: NSW Business Chamber, A Western Sydney Aerotropolis – 
Maximising the benefits of Badgerys Creek. Aerotropolis Model,  
John D. Kasarda. 
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5Draft Broader Western Sydney Employment Area Structure Plan

The Broader WSEA 
draft Structure Plan 
The draft Structure Plan illustrated in Figure 2 
is a result of a process that has been developed 
based on opportunities and constraints, input 
from parallel technical studies and through stake-
holder consultation. The key elements of the 
draft Structure Plan are outlined below.

Key elements of the draft Structure Plan:

•	 The draft Structure Plan proposes employment 
uses in the majority of the study area. 6,300 
hectares of new employment land is identified

•	 The Economic Issues and Drivers study 
identified that demand within the Broader 
WSEA is likely to remain directed towards 
employment uses within the freight and 
logistics areas. While the potential for higher 
intensity employment development is not 
ruled out, other factors such as population 
growth, transport infrastructure improvements 
and market conditions will take time to help 
drive other forms of employment.

•	 The study area may not be required in 
its entirety to support employment lands 
growth over the next 30 years; however, it 
is recommended that the Structure Plan for 
Broader WSEA reserves the bulk of these 
lands for future employment development as 
demand arises.

figure 2 Broader Wsea draft structure plan

0 5km2km

Status: 

Planning is underway to develop the biggest 
employment land release in NSW. BWSEA is over  
10,000 ha, linking Eastern Creek with Badgerys Creek.

Jobs:

• 57,00 jobs over the next 30 years

• 55,000 more jobs – beyond 2045 

• 10,000 ha. 

Role in shaping Western Sydney: 

BWSEA could open the door to critical sectors,  
including freight, logistics, research and development, 
while also providing space for higher-density 
employment opportunities.

Challenge: 

Ensuring BWSEA attracts the new sectors and  
jobs required in Western Sydney, providing jobs  
close to home.

Further information:

www.planning.nsw.gov.au 

2. Broader Western Sydney  
Employment Area (BWSEA) 

Source: NSW Department of Planning 
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Status: 

Western Sydney has a vibrant cultural arts sector.  
In 2014 the NSW Government announced the relocation 
of the Powerhouse Museum to Western Sydney. 

This announcement was backed by an additional  
$30 million in funding for cultural arts programs for 
Western Sydney.

Jobs:

• 87,000 creative and cultural workers (current)

• 56,000 creative and cultural jobs (current).

Role in shaping Western Sydney: 

Cultural Arts growth could shape Western Sydney 
by supporting the attraction of key workers and 
investment. Opportunity exists for further cultural arts 
investments to shape Western Sydney, particularly in  
our four Regional City centres, and Blacktown.

Challenge:

Funding for cultural arts development, particularly 
infrastructure and program funding. 

Further information: 

www2.deloitte.com.au

3. New cultural infrastructure

Source: Riverside Theatres (Proposed expansion)
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University of Western Sydney Briefing INNOVATION CORRIDOR    December 2014 |1

Background:

The Western Sydney Innovation Corridor was identified 
by the University of Western Sydney as an economic 
development strategy to link and build upon a range 
of current and proposed economic infrastructures and  
hubs that exist between Sydney’s two Growth Centres.

Role in shaping Western Sydney: 

The Western Sydney Innovation Corridor is proposed to 
create up to 80,000 new jobs over the next decade in 
sectors such as medical, science, technology, aviation 
and agribusiness.

Existing or proposed economic infrastructure:

• Hawkesbury Agripark

• Sydney IQ

• Werrington Park Corporate Centre

• Werrington Park Technology Incubator

• Penrith Health and Education Precinct

• Sydney Science Park

• Western Sydney Airport

• Oran Park town centre

• Sydney University Campus

• Integrated health hub.

Further information:

www.uws.edu.au

4. Western Sydney Innovation Corridor 

Source: UWS
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Exhibit 5:  WSA Area Development Zones and Major Transport Connections Eastward

Status:

The North West and South West Growth Centres are 
currently being rolled out and will create two new entire 
communities (34 suburbs) in Western Sydney over the 
next 20 years, each the size of Canberra. 

These growth centres represent the biggest coordinated 
land release in the state’s history.

Jobs: 

• 120,000 over 20 years.

Dwellings: 

• NWGC: 70,000 dwellings, 200,000 new residents 

• SWGC: 110,000 dwellings, 300,000 new residents.

Role in shaping Western Sydney: 

Opportunities exist to make these growth centres 
more than just housing developments, providing social 
infrastructure, diversified employment options and 
integrated transport links to major employment areas  
in the region. 

Challenge:

Ensuring infrastructure and employment opportunities 
are delivered in support of both growth centres. 

Further information:

www.growthcentres.planning.nsw.gov.au 

5. North West & South West Growth Centres 

Source: NSW Business Chamber
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Status: 

Currently being developed. Spanning 27km,  
Western Sydney Parklands is providing an integrated 
urban parkland and associated infrastructure servicing 
the new development areas in western Sydney including 
the NW and SWGCs. 

Jobs/assets:

• 8,800 jobs over 20 years

• 9 business hubs

• Over 280 ha of regional open space areas (including 
picnic areas, event spaces and walking/cycling tracks).

Role in shaping Western Sydney: 

The Western Sydney Parklands affords Western 
Sydney the opportunity to develop one of the world’s 
greatest urban leisure and tourism parklands, including 
business hubs that contribute to economic, social and 
environmental outcomes in the region.

Challenges: 

• Delivery of a relevant parklands catering to emerging 
communities and their diverse demands

• Generating a long term viable income stream 
harnessing sustainable partnerships with the private 
sector and Councils to develop the parklands

• Ability to take advantage of the development 
opportunities in the region such as the Badgerys Creek 
Airport; new transport infrastructure and adjoining 
employment and residential developments.

Further information:

www.westernsydneyparklands.com.au

6. Western Sydney Parklands 

Source: Western Sydney Parklands
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8 Penrith Lakes Parkland  
Draft Vision Plan
Office of Penrith Lakes
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Status: 

The NSW Government has established the Office of 
Penrith Lakes to oversee the completion of the Penrith 
Lakes development. Already, the development includes 
the Sydney International Regatta Centre and the Penrith 
Whitewater Stadium. 

Facts:

• 1,940ha development

• 26km lake foreshore, 20km of planned pathways

• 7 distinct urban precincts

• 4,900 dwellings

• 20 year staged development.

Role in shaping Western Sydney: 

The redevelopment of the Penrith Lakes offers 
opportunities for Western Sydney to position itself  
as an international destination for water sport events 
and tourism, and a world leader in urban development 
using existing natural resources.

Challenge:

Infrastructure to support urban development and  
flood mitigation. 

Further information:

www.opl.nsw.gov.au 

7. Penrith Lakes 

Source: NSW Office of Penrith Lakes
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• Could provide up to  
108,000 jobs in The Corridor. 

• Provides the ‘missing link’.  
The current rail network does 
not support a journey from 
Parramatta to Sydney Olympic 
Park via Camellia. 

• The Corridor has the ability to 
accommodate almost a fifth of 
required infill and a third of all 
new jobs in Western Sydney  
by 2036. 

• A light rail trip from Parramatta to 
Olympic Park will be around twice 
as fast as existing public transport. 

• Will service an area that has 
already been earmarked for 
development, including two of 
Sydney’s 13 Priority Precincts, 
Carter Street and Wentworth 
Point. 

• Is aligned with the NSW 
Government’s strategic planning 
policies, including its recent Plan 
for Growing Sydney.
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The Olympic Corridor

The Western Sydney Light Rail network aims to 
provide an uplift in public transport capacity to help 
develop employment centres close to the homwes of 
people in Western Sydney, and improve accessibility 
to emerging growth centres. 

The NSW Government is currently considering  
four new Western Sydney Light rail routes: 

1 —  Parramatta to Olympic Park  
(along the Olympic Corridor) 

2 —  Parramatta to Macquarie Park via Carlingford

3 —  Parramatta to Castle Hill via Old Northern Road 

4 —  Parramatta to Bankstown

Legend

Olympic Light 
Rail Corridor

North South  
Corridor

Light Rail to Carlingford 

Motorway

Major Road

Sydney Harbour

Regional Parkland

The Olympic Corridor

The Situation

• Represents the geographic and 
demographic centre of Sydney. 
Begins at Westmead and 
connects the Greater Parramatta 
area with the Olympic peninsula, 
including Rhodes and Strathfield. 

• Home to more than 120,000 
workers and two of Australia’s 
top 20 economies.

• Contains hospitals, a central 
business district, business parks, 
Olympic legacy facilities, major 
foreshores, four university 
campuses, major stadiums, 
national entertainment venues, 
and significant recreational  
open space. 

• Expected to deliver 6000 
additional dwellings at Sydney 
Olympic Park and 21,000 new 
dwellings in the Camellia precinct 
over the next 20 years.

•  For the purposes of the study, Deloitte 
examined the possible development 
of a 7 km light rail link between 
Camelliaand Olympic Park, using 
standard industry cost measurement, 
and estimated it at between  
$210 m – $420 m in capital costs. 

• Deloitte also reviewed the developer/
RMS partnership model employed 
recently where the private sector 
funded the entire development and 
forward maintenance costs of the 
Homebush Bay Bridge between 
Wentworth Point and Rhodes. 

• Even using the most conservative 
application, if the State Government 
were to apply this same Voluntary 
Planning Arrangement across the 
wider Olympic Corridor it has the 
capacity to raise $1.1 billion in private 
sector contributions.   
 

• This would cover 100% of the capital 
cost for this light rail route as well as 
make a significant contribution to the 
cost of remediation of the Camellia 
industrial precinct – making it a ‘no 
cost to government’ infrastructure 
project.

Status: 

Newly listed on A Plan for Growing Sydney, the 
‘Olympic Corridor’ extends from Westmead through to 
Camellia and Silverwater to Sydney Olympic Park and 
beyond to Rhodes and Strathfield. The urban renewal of 
the Corridor provides the opportunity to link established 
knowledge, business, health, recreation and cultural 
precincts through a new light rail network.

Jobs:

• 108,000 new jobs 

• 120,000 residents workers

• 15% of Sydney’s infill dwelling requirements.

Role in shaping Western Sydney: 

The Corridor represents a significant urban  
development opportunity for Western Sydney to 
link existing infrastructure and specialist precincts in 
education, health and business with new residential, 
research and development, high order manufacturing 
and technology developments.

Further information:

www.sopba.com.au 

“The economic, employment and residential centres  
of Sydney are all located in close proximity of the 
Olympic Corridor”.

8. Olympic Corridor 

Source: The WestLine Partnership
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NSW LONG TERM TRANSPORT MASTER PLAN
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THE FUTURE OF SYDNEY’S MOTORWAY NETWORK 
The rationale for building major new road 
infrastructure should be to generate substantial 
productivity benefits by increasing the volume 
of traffic the infrastructure can accommodate. 
Reducing congestion does have productivity 
benefits, but congestion itself is a symptom of a 
market failure which is not necessarily solved by 
increasing supply. The motorway network’s ability to 
fulfil its critical task of moving people and goods is 
currently hindered by congestion – congestion which 
is expected to get worse over the next 20 years.

Congestion on Sydney’s motorway network requires 
an integrated package of solutions. One reason for 

congestion on the motorway network is that the 
network itself is not complete – many pieces of the 
motorway network are not linked to each other. This 
could be described as a supply problem. Another 
set of problems are better characterised as demand 
problems: smart road management technology, 
better parking policy, and better public transport are 
the types of solutions that could positively impact 
the demand profile for Sydney’s road network.

Investment in Sydney’s motorway network will 
have a negligible impact on congestion unless we 
simultaneously address wider problems underlying 
congestion. As the motorway network develops, an 

  Motorways and freeways

  Major metropolitan roads

       Major centres

  Missing orbital motorway connections

  Corridors for investigation

 Growth centre

Figure 4.51 Potential connections to bridge gaps in the Sydney motorway network by 2031
Background: 

The NSW Governments Long Term Transport Master 
plan recommended a future outer Sydney orbital be 
preserved to connect the North West and South West 
Growth Centres, and provide links to the future Western 
Sydney Airport.

Facts and figures:

• 76km long running from the Central Coast to the 
Illawarra, via a corridor west of the M7

• Delivery – in stages, with completion date unknown. 

Role in shaping Western Sydney:

This road would unlock currently landlocked urban 
centres and increase the integration and connectivity 
between the Western Sydney regional cities with other 
parts of NSW.

Challenge: 

Completion of an outer Sydney orbital and other 
transport corridors for Western Sydney could be  
decades away. 

Further information: 

www.transport.nsw.gov.au

9. New transport corridors 

Source: NSW Governments Long Term Transport Master
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Status:

The NSW Government established a taskforce to renew 
existing major centres to provide infrastructure, housing, 
jobs, and economic and social benefits. The taskforce 
identified seven urban renewal projects to transform 
Sydney, three in Western Sydney.

Urban transformation programs in  
Western Sydney: 

• Parramatta North Urban Transformation

• Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Program

• North West Urban Transformation Program.

Role in shaping Western Sydney: 

The transformational programs will accelerate urban 
development for Western Sydney, providing diverse 
employment, housing and social options for the people 
of Western Sydney. The programs will increase transport 
links with other major employment lands, while 
developing both employment and residential options.

Challenges:

Ensuring our urban transformation programs drive new 
employment opportunities.

10. Major urban transformation
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Background: 

Western Sydney is one of the most rapidly growing  
and culturally diverse regions in Australia.

Facts and figures:

• Australia’s largest urban communities of Indigenous 
people reside in Western Sydney

• 35% of population born overseas, highest 
concentrations in Auburn (60%) and  
Fairfield (55%)

• The region has over 6% unemployment, however 
some pockets are up to 11%

• Lower levels of educational attainment, particularly 
Degree of Higher qualifications.

Role in shaping Western Sydney: 

• Western Sydney’s diverse, young workforce offers 
significant opportunities for growth in the region. 
Including opportunities to increase levels of workforce 
participation, a population to support long-term 
business investment, social and cultural investment 
as well as residential investment

• Western Sydney’s cultural diversity and proximity 
to Asia provide will provide immediate and future 
economic opportunities for the region.

Further information:

www.profile.id.com.au/cws

11. Population growth and diversity
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Background: 

Increasingly, business and investment is attracted to 
cities and regions with highly skilled labour forces. 
Developing the skills of Western Sydney’s labour force 
will be an important consideration in attracting the 
new job opportunities required to address our jobs 
deficit, particularly in high value service sectors such as 
information, finance, property and business services. 

Role in shaping Western Sydney: 

Without interventions that assist Western Sydney’s 
labour market develop the capacity to take up the 
regions emerging economic opportunities, the 
divide between localised pockets of advantage and 
disadvantage will increase.

Facts and figures:

• 47% of our resident labour force holds no 
qualification, compared to 41% for Greater Sydney

• 8.1% hold a Degree of higher qualification, compared 
to 9% for Greater Sydney

• 17% hold a Diploma or higher, compared to 24% for 
Greater Sydney

• 17% hold a Trade based qualification, compared to 
15% for Greater Sydney.

Further information:

www.uws.edu.au/cws

12. Labour force skills 
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Agenda item 

9:00 am Welcome

9:40 am Recap on Focus Groups

11:10 am Morning tea break

11:30 am Stories from the front line

12:10 pm Narratives of the future 

1:00 pm Lunch

1:40 pm Hypotheses of a future Western Sydney

2:00 pm Reframing our hypotheses of a future Western Sydney 

4:10 pm  Reflections on the day

4:25 pm Next steps 

4:30 pm Drinks

Workshop Agenda
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Accommodation Association of Australia 

ANZ Bank

Atura Hotels 

Australian Hearing Principal

Australian Tourism Solutions

Baxter Healthcare

Billbergia

Blacktown City Council

Blu Gas

Business Events Sydney

Campbelltown Arts Centre

Campbelltown City Council

Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre

Catholic Education Office

Committee for Sydney

CEDA

Children’s Medical Research Institute

Department of Education and Communities

Fairfield City Council

Featherdale Wildlife Park

Greater Sydney Tourism 

Hills Hawkesbury & Riverlands Tourism

Indian Crisis & Support Agency

Integrated Construction Management Group

Johnson & Johnson Medical

Lead Your Industry

Lend Lease

Lidis Group

Liverpool City Council

Liverpool Hospital 

Mowbray Park Farm

Nepean Blue Mountains Local Health District

Novotel Sydney, Rooty Hill 

NSW Business Chamber (Western Sydney)

NSW Department of Premier and Cabinet

NSW Office of Penrith Lakes 

Office of Minister Ayres

Park Royal Parramatta

Parramatta City Council

Penrith Business Alliance

Penrith City Council

Regional Development Australia, Sydney

Riverside Theatres 

Rooty Hill RSL

Scenic World, Blue Mountains

Solar Juice 

Nepean Specialist Clinic

Suncorp

Sydney Business Chamber

Sydney University

Sydney Children’s Hospitals Network

Sydney Dragway 

Sydney International Regatta Centre

Sydney Olympic Park Business Association

TAFE Western Sydney Institute 

Taylor Street Advisory 

The Australian Botanic Garden, Mount Annan

The Committee for Sydney

Tourism & Transport Forum 

Tourism Accommodation Australia

University of Western Sydney

Urban Growth

University of New South Wales

UWS College

Western Sydney Business Association

Western Sydney Business Connection

Western Sydney Local Health District

Western Sydney Parklands Trusts

Western Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils

Westmead IVF

Westmead Millennium Institute for Medical Research

Wollondilly Shire Council 

We would like to thank the following organisations who have contributed so far towards Shaping a Future Cities: 
Designing Western Sydney. 
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